Project Brochure

2010-007AJ GD Cafeteria Grease Stack
Project Brochure

Building: Grace-Dodge Ash Gate

Project Description: Exterior Kitchen Exhaust, Ductwork Stack

Project Start: May 2011

Tentative Project Completion: June 2011

Project Scope:
Correct Kitchen Exhaust Ductwork for Dining Hall.

Work to be Performed:
- Remove present exhaust ductwork vertical to street.
- Scaffold and install vertical stack for the cafeteria kitchen exhaust per D.O.B. and engineer approved drawings.

Location:
Exterior work in Ash Gate Courtyard via 121st Street.

Please take note of the following:
- The work will be performed when weather permits.
- The work will require drilling of support brackets which will generate intermittent vibration and noise with Grace-Dodge.
- Contractors will be working outside the western windows of Grace-Dodge.
- An odor from the cooking in the cafeteria will be persistent and noticeable until the work is completed.

Service Interruptions:
Parking in Ash Gate Courtyard will be intermittently interrupted for scaffold installation/removal.
Contact Information:

Department of Capital Projects
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
36 Zankel
New York, NY 10027
212.678.7424